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Abstract 

The Embedded Through-Section (ETS) is a recent strengthening technique that has been developed to retrofit existing 

reinforced concrete (RC) elements with shear reinforcement deficiencies. This technique is based on the execution of holes 

drilled through the element cross section, in which steel or fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) bars are inserted and bonded to the 

surrounding concrete with an epoxy adhesive. An experimental program was carried out with RC T-cross section beams 

strengthened in shear using steel ETS bars. The influence of the inclination and shear strengthening ratio of ETS on the shear 

strengthening efficiency was evaluated, as well as the interaction of ETS bars with existing steel stirrups. Two different 

analytical models are presented in this paper in order to calculate the contribution of ETS to shear resistance. The first model 

follows an empirical approach (experimental-based approach), while the second model takes into account the physical and 

mechanical principles of the technique (mechanical-based approach). The predictive performance of both models is assessed 

by using the experimental results. 

 

Keywords: Embedded Through-Section technique, B. Debonding, C. Analytical modelling, D. Mechanical testing. 

 

1. Introduction  

 

The Embedded Through-Section (ETS) is an effective technique for the shear strengthening of reinforced concrete (RC) 

elements. This technique is based on the execution of holes drilled through the element cross section, in which steel or fiber 

reinforced polymer (FRP) bars are inserted and bonded to the surrounding concrete with an epoxy adhesive. Different FRP-
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based strengthening techniques, like Externally Bonded Reinforcement (EBR) and Near Surfaces Mounted (NSM), are 

being investigated and applied for the shear strengthening of RC beams; however the ETS technique was proved to be 

particularly efficient, providing a significant increase of shear resistance, usually higher than the one attained by using NSM 

and EBR techniques [1–5]. The ETS technique is also a cost competitive and feasible solution when EBR and NSM 

techniques cannot be applied [6]. 

 Like any FRP-based strengthening technique, the ETS technique relies its efficiency on the bond between the concrete 

substrate and the strengthening element; furthermore, the bond effectiveness is influenced by the provided confinement [7–

9]. In fact, unlike the case of EBR simply glued on the concrete surface, a certain confinement obtained in the NSM FRP 

strips due to the insertion into thin slits open in the concrete cover allows to develop high bond stress. Oehlers et al. [10] 

demonstrated experimentally that by installing NSM strips into deeper grooves the bond performance can be improved. An 

even higher confinement, which entails advantages on the bond strength, is obtained for ETS installed bars due to the deep 

embedment into the concrete core of the element to be strengthened. Perrone et. al. [11] improved the bond performance of 

CFRP-NSM strips embedded in the concrete cover of RC columns by increasing the confinement effect through a hybrid 

strengthening solution. 

To apprise the performance of the ETS technique for the shear strengthening of RC beams, an experimental program was 

carried out by using steel ETS bars. Three series of beams with different percentage of existing steel stirrups were tested 

with the purpose of evaluating the influence of the internal shear reinforcing ratio, as well as the influence of the percentage 

and inclination of the ETS bars on the strengthening effectiveness. A detailed description of the experimental program and 

the discussion of the results are presented in Breveglieri et al. [4,5]. 

The high number of parameters affecting the shear behavior makes this phenomenon quite complex and not yet completely 

addressed. The parameters that influence the shear behavior of a strengthened RC element were already identified [12–14]. 

International guidelines on the use of FRPs [15–18] take into account only a restricted number of factors, ignoring the 

influence, for instance, of existing transverse reinforcement.  

Considering the experimental results obtained by the authors and previous experimental works [1,3], two different analytical 

formulations are assessed and presented herein in order to predict the contribution of the steel ETS bars for the shear 

strengthening of RC beams. The first approach, named experimental-based, is supported by  

the concept of effective strain, like the most of the existing approaches. The calculation of the effective strain can be 

performed using empirical equations [19–22] or using a bond model [23]. The second approach, named mechanical-based, 

is derived by modifying the simplified formulation proposed by Bianco et al. [24], originally developed for CFRP strips 
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applied according to the NSM technique. This latest is a comprehensive three-dimensional model developed fulfilling 

equilibrium, kinematic compatibility and constitutive laws of the materials involved, as well as the local bond between the 

involved materials. [7,25,26].  

2. Experimental Program 

2.1 Test series 

The experimental program is composed by fifteen T cross section beams divided in three Series (Series 0S, 2S, 4S). Fig.1 

presents the geometry and the reinforcement details of the tested series. The reinforcement system was designed, using a 

high percentage of longitudinal reinforcement ( sl =2.79%), in order to force the occurrence of shear failure mode for all 

the beams of the experimental program. To localize shear failure in one of the beam’s shear spans, a three point load 

configuration was selected, with a different length of the beam’s shear spans. The monitored beam’s span (
1L =0.9 m) is 

2.5 times the effective depth of the beam’s cross section (
1L d =2.5). As shown in Fig.2, different shear reinforcement 

systems were applied in the 
1L  beam’s span of the tested beams: 0S-Series does not have conventional steel stirrups, 2S-

Series has steel stirrups  6@300 mm, corresponding to a shear reinforcement ratio sw = 0.10%, and 4S-Series has steel 

stirrups  6@180 mm, corresponding to a shear reinforcement ratio sw = 0.17%. Table 1 indicates the designation adopted 

for each beam and the strengthening configurations, namely, the number of applied ETS bars, inclination, spacing, shear 

strengthening ratio ( fw ), as well as the percentage of steel stirrups ( sw ) and total shear reinforcement ( sw fw  ). 

Each series has a reference beam without ETS strengthening system, and four beams with different ETS strengthening 

configurations (Fig. 2). The investigated parameters were the shear strengthening ratio ( fw ) and the inclination (90°, 45°) 

of the ETS bars, as well as the influence of the percentage of existing steel stirrups. The diameter of the ETS steel bars was 

10 mm. The ETS strengthening ratio varied between 0.15% (ETS bars at 90° spaced at 300 mm) and 0.34% (ETS bars at 

45° and spaced at 180 mm). As an example, in Fig. 2 are represented the four strengthening configurations (beams 0S-S300-

90, 2S-S300-45, 2S-S180-90 and 4S-S180-45). The concrete average compressive strength ( cmf ) of the beams at the age of 

the beams’ test (approximately 250 days) was equal to 29.7 for 0S-Series and 2S-Series, and 32.3 MPa for 4S-Series. The 

adopted 10 mm diameter ETS bars were of the same steel class of the bars used for the flexural reinforcement and steel 

stirrups of the beams ( yf =549 MPa, sy  = 0.275% and Young’s modulus of 200 GPa) and they were bonded to the 

concrete substrate using the Sikadur 32 N epoxy based adhesive. More details can be found in Breveglieri el al. [4,5]. 
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2.2Analysis of the experimental results 

  

2.2.1 Behavior of a RC beam shear strengthening with ETS bars 

The typical load ( F )-deflection ( Lu ) diagram for the 2S-Series is presented Fig.3. All the tested beams showed the same 

behavior up to the formation of the first diagonal crack, that formed at an approximate load of 113 kN ( Lu =0.98mm), 100 

kN ( Lu =0.91mm) and 135 kN ( Lu =1.37mm) in case of the reference beams 0S-Ref, 2S-Ref and 4S-Ref, respectively. The 

ETS steel bars offered resistance to crack opening and sliding by bridging the shear cracks and enhancing concrete’s 

contribution to the shear resistance due to the aggregate interlock effect. The ETS strengthened beams showed a higher load 

carrying capacity after shear crack initiation, and higher stiffness retention in comparison to the unstrengthened beams [27]. 

All of the beams exhibited shear failure mode, since a quite high flexural reinforcement ratio was adopted in order to avoid 

flexural failure mode. Fig. 4 shows the failure crack patterns for selected tested beams. The main results of the experimental 

tests are presented in Table 2, where maxF  is the maximum load attained by the beams and maxLu  is the displacement in the 

loaded section at maxF . The strengthening efficiency of the ETS technique can be evaluated by considering the ratio 

max,Re fF F , where max,Re fF  is the maximum load of the reference beam, and max max,Re fF F F    is the increase of 

maximum load provided by each ETS arrangement. The Table 2 also includes the maximum shear force tV  =0.6 maxF  

applied in the L1 beam’s span (Fig. 1) and the resisting shear force provided by the ETS arrangement, 
exp
fV . Finally Table 2 

includes the average inclination of the critical diagonal crack (CDC), determined by connecting the points of the 

interception of the critical shear crack with the bottom surface of the beam’s flange and the longitudinal reinforcement, as 

represented in Fig. 4 for 0S-S300-90 beam. By considering all the tested beams, an average value of the inclination angle of 

the CDC equal to 44° was obtained. This angle exhibited the tendency to increase with the shear reinforcement ratio, as 

already observed in previous studies on FRP shear strengthened structures [28,29]. From the crack patterns presented in Fig. 

4 it can also be observed that the number of diagonal cracks increases with the percentage of total shear reinforcement. 

The 0S-Series is characterized by the absence of stirrups in the strengthened shear span ( sw = 0.0%); the beams of this 

series presented the highest strengthening efficiency amongst the tested series, with an increase of load carrying capacity 

that ranged from 40% to 136%. For the ETS vertical bars, the beams with the lowest percentage of ETS bars, fw  = 0.15% 
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(0S-S300-90), and with the highest percentage, fw = 0.24% (0S-S180-90), presented an increase of load carrying capacity 

of 39.5% ( maxF = 217.8 kN; maxLu  = 4.37 mm) and 64.6% ( maxF = 256.8 kN; maxLu =4.31 mm), respectively. The highest 

increase of load carrying capacity was obtained with ETS bars inclined at 45°. In fact the beams with the lowest percentage,  

fw  = 0.24% (0S-S300-45) and with the highest percentage, fw = 0.34% (0S-S180-45) presented an increase of load 

carrying capacity of 123.4% ( maxF =348.6 kN) and of 136.3% ( maxF = 368.8 kN; maxLu =6.56 mm), respectively.  

The 2S-Series (Fig.3) is shear reinforced with 2-arms  6 mm steel stirrups @300 mm ( sw = 0.10%). For the ETS vertical 

bars, the beams with the lowest percentage of ETS bars, fw = 0.15% (2S-S300-90), and with the highest percentage, fw = 

0.24% (2S-S180-90), presented an increase of load carrying capacity of 30.4% ( maxF = 315.7 kN; maxLu  =5.32 mm) and 

68.1% ( maxF = 406.8 kN; maxLu = 8.27 mm), respectively. Like already occurred in the beams of the 0S-Series, in the 2S-

series the highest strengthening effectiveness occurred in the beams with ETS bars inclined at 45°. In fact, the beam with 

the lowest percentage of ETS bars, fw = 0.24% (0S-S300-45), and with the highest percentage, fw = 0.34% (2S-S180-

45), presented an increase of the load beam carrying capacity of 68.2% ( maxF =407.1 kN; maxLu =7.03 mm) and 108.5% (

maxF = 504.7 kN; maxLu = 8.37 mm), respectively. 

The 4S-series is shear reinforced with 2-arms  6 mm steel stirrups @180 mm ( sw = 0.17%). For the ETS vertical bars, 

the beams with the lowest percentage of ETS bars, fw = 0.15% (4S-S300-90), and with the highest percentage, fw

=0.24% (4S-S180-90), presented an increase of load carrying capacity of 4.8% ( maxF = 370.9 kN; maxLu = 7.43mm) and 

16.8% ( maxF = 413.2 kN; maxLu = 6.32mm), respectively. The decrease of the shear strengthening effectiveness with the 

increase of existing shear reinforcement was quite evident. Furthermore, for the configuration 4S-S300-90, a 
exp
fV = 10.3 kN 

was obtained, which is a quite small strengthening contribution. This evidence is justified by the fact that the shear failure 

crack was only crossed by one ETS bar, which developed a very small resisting bond length (Fig. 4). The results of this 

beam showed the importance of the adopted strengthening geometry, revealing that strengthened elements should be placed 

in between stirrups [3,30]. These results clearly evidence that an analytical model for estimating the contribution of ETS 

bars must consider the eventual occurrence of a bond failure mode, expecially in case of vertical installed bars. For the 

beams with ETS bars inclined at 45° a higher increase of load carrying capacity was obtained. In fact, the beams with the 

lowest percentage of ETS bars, fw = 0.24% (4S-S300-45), and with the highest percentage, fw =0.34% (4S-S180-45), 
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presented an increase of load carrying capacity of 56.1% ( maxF =552.4 kN; maxLu = 12.03 mm) and 60.1% ( maxF = 

566.4kN; maxLu =11.01mm), respectively.  

The recorded strain values [4,5] are dependent on the available bond length of the elements on which they are installed. In 

the vertical ETS bars the yield strain was usually attained in the elements that crossed the CDC at half of the beam’s height 

(Beam 0S-S180-90, Fig. 4) since in this case the available bond length was adequate. If this available bond length is 

relatively small, the ETS bars cannot attain the yield strain due to slip occurrence. This implies that the contribution to shear 

resistance of a single ETS bar depends on its available bond length, as already demonstrated for EBR and NSM techniques 

[19,28,31–33]. Higher strains, that exceed the yield strain, have been in general recorded in inclined ETS bars, since this 

strengthening configuration assures larger bond transfer length. In some of the tested beams strengthened with inclined bars, 

the excellent bond conditions provided by the concrete core allowed the steel yield strain to be exceeded in more than one 

section of the same ETS bar crossing shear cracks. By using inclined bars, strain values higher than 0.8% were recorded in 

at least one of the ETS steel bars. Steel stirrups showed a trend in terms of strain variation similar to the ETS bars, attaining 

relatively high strains in the sections crossed by a diagonal crack. Moreover, the excellent anchorage conditions provided by 

the closed stirrups, as well as its smaller diameter (when compared to the ETS steel bars diameter), have assured the 

attainment of the yield strain in several sections monitored with strain gauges. In some of the beams, the steel stirrups have 

even attained its rupture (2S-S300-45, 4S-S180-90).  

 

2.2.2. ETS steel bars failure mode 

The ETS shear strengthening system mainly failed due to the debonding at the bar/adhesive interface. Due to the higher 

confinement provided to the ETS bars by the web-flange surrounding concrete under compression, debonding occurred in 

the bond length of ETS bars localized in the bottom part of the beam’s cross section (apart 0S-S300-90, see Fig. 4), and 

generally in the shorter embedded length of the two parts in which the crack divided the ETS bar. During the opening and 

sliding process of this type of cracks, the vertical and inclined ETS bars that cross these cracks were submitted to axial and 

transversal force components leading the ETS bars to scratch the surrounding epoxy adhesive. This type of failure was also 

reported by Valerio et al. [1], and Dalfré et al. [34]. Despite this observed behavior, the bond performance was capable to 

mobilize the yield stress of the steel bars, even in the beams strengthened with the highest percentage of ETS bars. Previous 

research on EBR and NSM techniques revealed that a crack pattern with smaller crack spacing can accelerate the FRP 

debonding and lead to a premature failure, since the bond length is decreased by the formation of several cracks [28,35]. 
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ETS strengthening is generally characterized by crack spacing larger than EBR and NSM techniques, therefore, the 

resulting ETS crack pattern does not seems to influence significantly the bond performance. The types of failures reported 

by Bianco et al. [36], namely, concrete fracture and mixed concrete-fracture-debonding did not occur in the present 

experimental program, due to the relatively high confinement provided by the concrete core surrounding the ETS bars. 

However, it is not possible to exclude the occurrence of this type of failures in case of using lower concrete strength class, 

or higher bars diameter, since in this latter case the generated tensile force that has to be equilibrated by the surrounding 

concrete is higher [34]. The tendency to the detachment of the concrete cover with the increase of the shear strengthening 

percentage, observed when using the NSM technique [27,37,38], was not observed in the ETS technique. Due to the 

scratching of the epoxy adhesive, the relatively small bond transfer length, and the absence of anchorage mechanisms, the 

maximum strain recorded in the ETS bars never attained the steel ultimate strain, and therefore the rupture of the steel ETS 

bars did never occur.  

 

2.2.3. Influence of the percentage of existing steel stirrups on the ETS strengthening 

As already demonstrated in beams strengthened with the ETS [2,3], EBR and NSM techniques [38–41], the effectiveness of 

the ETS strengthening system decreases with the increase of the shear reinforcement ratio of existing steel stirrups, sw . In 

Fig. 5 the influence of fw  on the contribution of the ETS strengthening system, 
exp
fV  is represented. It was verified that for 

a given value of fw , the ETS strengthening effectiveness increased with the decrease of sw , being this tendency 

attenuated when inclined ETS bars were used. The higher shear effectiveness showed by the ETS inclined bars can be 

justified by considering that the orientation of the diagonal cracks tends to be almost orthogonal to the ETS bars, providing 

larger bond length than the case of the ETS vertical bars. As demonstrated by Bianco et al. [26,36], in case of shear 

strengthening elements with non-closed geometric configurations, such is the case of EBR and NSM reinforcements, the 

effective bond length has paramount influence on the shear strengthening effectiveness, since a bond length less than the 

critical one limits the strengthening effectiveness of the system. Fig. 5 also shows that the ETS shear strengthening 

effectiveness increased with the value of fw . 

 

3. Analytical formulations 

 

3.1 Strategy for the development of the analytical formulation  
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Two models are proposed for the prediction of the contribution of ETS bars for the shear strengthening of RC beams. For 

the assessment of the predictive performance of these models, the strengthening contribution of the ETS bars, 
ana
fV , is 

determined by applying the following (Eq.1): 

ana
f t RefV V V   (1) 

Where RefV is the shear resistance of the reference beam, and tV  is the shear resistance of the ETS strengthened beam. 

Following this approach, it is assumed that the steel stirrups offer the same contribution in the strengthened and in the 

corresponding reference beams.  

One model, herein designated as experimental-based approach (Section 3.2), is based on the evaluation of the effective 

strain fe , which is estimated through an empirical approach that takes into account the total stiffness of the shear 

reinforcement and strengthening  fw fw sw swE E   and the average concrete compressive strength, cmf . Similar 

approaches have been used to evaluate the shear resistance of NSM and EBR systems [19–22], and have also been adopted 

by international codes [15,16]. 

The other model, herein designated as mechanical-based model (Section3.3), follows the modelling strategy described by 

Bianco et al. [24]. This latter is a simplified version of a more sophisticated three-dimensional mechanical model developed 

to predict the NSM-FRP shear strengthening contribution for RC beams, considering different physical phenomena, such as 

debonding and progressive concrete fracture process [7,25,36,42]. The mechanical-based model is based on the evaluation 

of an equivalent average bond length that takes into account the concrete fracture as a reduction effect of the average 

resisting bond length. This model also adopts a simplified bilinear rigid-softening bond-slip diagram. This formulation, 

presented in section 3.3, will be modified herein in order to be applicable for the ETS technique.  

Both approaches have been developed adopting the variable angle truss model [43]. As reported by Bianco et al. [24], the 

CDC inclination is a function of the shear span-depth ratio ( 1L d ) [44,45], of the shear reinforcement ratio sw , and of the 

percentage of shear strengthening ratio fw . As shown in Table 2, the average inclination of the CDC of the tested beams 

was 44°. Therefore, the currently used value of 45° for the critical diagonal crack inclination, , is adopted for both 

approaches.  

 

3.2 Experimental-based model  
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The experimental-based model estimates the contribution of the ETS strengthening system for the shear resistance of a RC 

element by determining the effective strain in the ETS bars fe , which corresponds to the average strain in steel when the 

strengthened RC beam reaches its shear capacity. This empirical approach follows the procedure proposed for the NSM 

technique by Dias and Barros [22]. The force resulting from the tensile stress in the ETS bars crossing the shear failure crack, 

fF , is given by the following Eq. (2): 

f f fw feF n A f     (2) 

where fef  is the effective stress in the ETS bar, which is obtained multiplying the Young’s modulus of the bars, fwE  by the 

effective strain, fe . This force is limited by the yield force. In Eq. (2) fwA  is the cross sectional area of the shear 

reinforcement, and is given by Eq. (3): 

2

4

f

fwA n
 

    

(3) 

where f  is the ETS bar diameter and n  is the number of bars installed in the considered cross section. Finally fn  is the 

number of ETS bars crossed by the shear failure crack, given by Eq. (4): 

 w f

f
fw

h cot cot
n

s

  
   (4) 

where wh  (Fig. 6) is the depth of the cross section,   is the orientation of the shear failure crack (CDC), f  is the inclination 

of the ETS bar with respect to the beam’s axis, and fws  is the spacing of ETS bars. 

The vertical projection of the force, fF , is the contribution of the ETS bars for the shear resistance of the beam, 
I
fV : 

sin sinI
f f f fw fe fV F n A f        (5) 

Introducing Eq. (4) into Eq. (5) and considering the constitutive law for the ETS bars ( fe fw fef E  
) it results: 

  sin
fvI

f w fe fw f f
fw

A
V h E cot cot

s
           (6) 

By considering for 
I
fV  the values obtained experimentally, (

I
fV =

exp
fV ) the previous equation can be used for determining the 

effective strain: 

 exp
sin

fv
fe w fw f ff

fw

A
V h E cot cot

s
   

 
      

 
 

 (7) 
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The concept of effective strain to evaluate the shear contribution of the strengthening is usually applied to FRP strengthened 

elements [19–22], in which the strengthening material exhibits a linear elastic behavior up to failure. Since steel bars are 

used in the present work, the assumption of a linear elastic behavior can be used exclusively to calculate an effective strain 

fe . In the case of steel ETS bars, the strengthening material exhibit an elastic-plastic behavior and the effective stress,

fe fw fef E   , is limited by the yield stress yf . In section 4.1 the effective strain (
I
fe ) to be used for the evaluation of the 

shear strengthening contribution of the ETS system, 
I
fV , will be obtained by best fitting the experimental fe  recorded 

values.  

 

3.3 Mechanical-physical based model  

The mechanical-based approach herein proposed follows the main simplifications proposed by Bianco et al. [24] to their 

original model [26]. The CDC can be schematized as an inclined plane dividing the beam in two parts, joined together by 

the ETS bars crossing the plane. For the presented approach it is assumed that the inclined critical diagonal crack (CDC) at 

each load step assumes a constant opening along its entire length [46], unlike what adopted by [42,47]. At each load step the 

two parts moves apart and the opening of the crack, i.e. distance between these parts, increases. The ETS bars oppose to the 

crack opening by anchoring to the surrounding concrete and transferring the bond force originated by the imposed slip Li . 

The capacity of an ETS bar depends on its available bond length fiL  that is the shorter between the two parts into which the 

crack divides its actual length fL  (Fig 7a). The local bond stress-slip curve is represented by a simplified bi-linear curve 

(Fig.7b), in which it is possible to identify the “rigid”, “softening friction”, “free-slipping” phases [24,42]. The rigid branch 

 00   represents the initial shear strength, for which the value 0  expresses and average strength of the physical 

properties of the steel-adhesive-concrete interface. For an imposed slip, it is assumed that the stresses are transferred by 

friction and micromechanical interlock. These shear reinforcement mechanisms decrease with the increase of the slip 

(softening friction) up to the point 1Li   in which the friction resisting mechanism is exhausted, leading to a free-

slipping phase with the evolution of the crack opening. The constitutive bond law  ,bd
fi Rfi LiV L   is determined by 

simulating the behavior of a simple ETS bar within a concrete prism (Fig. 7c and d), whose dimensions are limited by the 

spacing between adjacent bars and half of the web cross section width, 2wb . This assumption is adopted in order to 
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neglect the interaction between ETS bars in the beam’s axis direction, otherwise the formulation of the model becomes too 

complex for an engineer-design framework. If more than one ETS bars are installed in the cross section, it is possible to 

have an interaction effect in the orthogonal direction to the beams’ axis, and the value 2wb  should be reduced taking into 

account the geometry of the cross section. However, this is expected to be a non-current situation for the majority of RC 

beams requiring shear strengthening intervention. The interaction with existing stirrups is neglected, due to the complexity 

of the phenomenon, a topic that requires dedicated research. The steel embedded bar-concrete cone system can exhibit the 

failure modes represented in Fig. 7d: debonding, bar yielding, concrete conical fracture and mixed shallow conical-plus-

debonding. The fracture occurs when the stress in the concrete surrounding the bar attains the tensile strength. The shape of 

this surface can be conventionally assumed as a cone with the principal generatrices inclined of an angle   with respect to 

the bar longitudinal axis [7,42]. The cracking propagation increases with the imposed slip, and the resisting bond length 

decreases progressively. In this simplified approach the concrete fracture process is accounted by reducing the bar resisting 

bond length RfiL  by using the factor  ( 0 1  ), which is a function of the average tensile strength *
ctmf . This last is 

calculated imposing the equality between the maximum force that can be transferred through bond stress, and the force 

corresponding to the concrete conical fracture. For values of *
ctm ctmf f  concrete does not fracture, and 1  . The 

effective capacity 
max
,fi effV   of a single ETS bar is obtained adopting the minimum value between the yield strength and the 

bond strength and using the equivalent value of the average bond length, 
eq
Rfi RfiL L  [24].  

 

3.3.1 Proposed design formula 

The input parameters include the following geometrical and mechanical data: the beam cross-section web’s height wh  and 

width wb , inclination angle of both CDC and ETS bars with respect to the beam’s longitudinal axis,   and f  , respectively, 

bars spacing measured along the beam’s axis, fws  , diameter f  of the ETS bar, concrete average compressive strength cmf

, steel yield strength yf  and Young’s modulus fwE . Other parameters strictly related to the proposed model are: the angle 

  ETS bar’s axis and principal generatrices of the conical fracture surface (Fig. 7c-d), bond stress 0  and slip 1  defining 

the adopted local bond stress-slip relationship (Fig.7b). The algorithm of this model is described in Fig.8, which will be 

detailed in the following sections.  
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3.3.2 Average value of the available resisting bond length RfiL  and minimum number of bars ,int
l
fN  effectively crossing 

the CDC 

The average value of the available bond length ( RfiL ), and the minimum integer number of bars effectively crossing the CDC 

( ,int
l
fN ) are determined according to the recommendations of Bianco et al. [36]. The ,int

l
fN  is obtained by rounding off the 

real number to the lowest integer as follows: 

 
,int

cot cot
round off

fl
f w

fw

N h
s

  
  
 
 

 (8) 

while RfiL  is determined from: 

,int

,int 1

1
l
fN

Rfi fil
f i

L L
N 

    (9) 

where (Fig. 7a): 

 

 

sin
cot cot

sin( ) 2

sin
cot cot

2sin( )

w
fw fi f

f

fi
w

f fw fi f

f

h
i s for x

L
h

L i s for x


 

 


 

 


    

 
 
      
 

 (10) 

and: 

fi fwx i s    (11) 

If f ws h   the calculation of the average bond length gives a null length (Eq. (9)); in these cases 

     sin cot cot 4 sin sinRfi w f fL h            is adopted [24].  

 

3.3.3 Evaluation of Constants 

The geometrical and integration constants characterizing the bond transfer mechanism are obtained from Eq. (12) to Eq. (19). 

The perimeter of the bar cross section: 

p fL    (12) 

 

The cross section area of the relevant prism of surrounding concrete: 

2

w
c f

b
A s   (13) 

sin

w
d

h
L


   (14) 
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The ETS bar yield force: 

2

4

fy
f yV f

 
   (15) 

 

Concrete mean tensile strength: 

  
2

31.4 8 10ctm cmf f       (16) 

 

Concrete’s Young’s modulus: 

 
1

32.15 10000 10c cmE f      (17) 

where both cE  and ctmf  are herein evaluated by means of the CEB-FIP Model Code 1990 formulation [48], with ctmf  in 

MPa. 

The bond-modeling constants are obtained from the following Eqs. (18) and (19). 

Integration constants regarding the bond transfer mechanism 1J  and 
21   : 

1

1p f

fw fw c c

L A
J

A E A E

 
   

 
;   1

2
0 1

1

J







;  (18) 

 

The effective resisting bond length RfeL  , and the corresponding maximum bond force 1
bd
fV : 

2
RfeL







; 1

1
1

pbd
f

L
V

J

  
  (19) 

 

More details on the evaluation of these model’s constants are reported in Appendix A. 

3.3.4 Reduction factor    and equivalent value of the average resisting bond length 
eq

RfiL  

The reduction factor can be evaluated as follows: 

 
 

0.5* *

*
; ; ;

1

ctm ctm ctm ctm
f w cm Rfi

ctm ctm

f f if f f
s b f L

if f f


 

 
 

  (20) 

where, (see Appendix A): 
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1*

1

sin

sin sin sin sin sin
min tan ; min ; min ;

4 2 2 sin sin 2 sin sin

p Rfi
ctm

f fw f Rfi fw f Rfiw
Rfi

f f f f

L L
f

s L s Lb
J L

  

     
 

         

   


           
                        

(21) 

in which RfiL  has to be set equal to: 

Rfi Rfi Rfe

Rfi

Rfe Rfi Rfe

L if L L
L

L if L L


 



  (22) 

The function that defines the reduced embedded length,  , has relevant influence on the results of the model. In the present 

approach,   is assumed to be a square root function of 
*

ctm ctmf f  when 
*

ctm ctmf f  (Eq. (20)), while a linear function was 

adopted by Bianco et al. [24]. This option provides higher value for 
eq

RfiL , which is in agreement with the experimental results, 

where a visible concrete cone failure was never observed. The equivalent value of the average resisting bond length is given 

by Eq. (23): 

 ; ; ;eq
Rfi fw w cm RfiRfiL L s b f L   

(23) 

 

3.3.5 Shear strength contribution provided by a system of ETS steel bars 

Once the equivalent value of average resisting bond length is calculated, the effective capacity of the ETS bar 
max
,fi effV  can be 

evaluated, as the minimum between the resisting bond force, 
bd
fV , and the yield force, 

y
fV , of the ETS bar: 

 max
, min ;bd y

fi eff f fV V V  
(24) 

where 
y
fV  is obtained from Eq. (9) and 

bd
fV  is determined according to the simplified the bond-based constitutive law 

(Appendix A):  

    1
1

1
sinbd eq eq

f Rfi p RfiV L L L
J

         (25) 

Finally, the ETS shear strength contribution can be obtained as follows: 

max
,int , sinII l

f f fi eff fV n N V      (26) 

where n  is the number of installed bars in the cross section. 

4 Models appraisal 

The proposed formulations were used to calculate the ETS contribution of the tested beams presented in section 2, as well as 

the RC beams tested by Valerio et al [1] and Barros and Dalfré [3]. Those two experimental programs were characterized by 
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different test set-up, amount of longitudinal and transversal reinforcement, percentage and inclination of the strengthening 

system, and concrete compressive strength. Only the specimens failed in shear were considered in this study, and beams 

with unexpected behavior (for example 4S-S300-90) were also not considered. The beams tested by Valerio et al. were 

characterized by a cross section 350x450mm2, a steel flexural reinforcement ratio of sl  =0.93% and a 1L d  ratio of 4. 

The experimental program carried out by Barros and Dalfré [3] was characterized by two series of beams: A Series 

(150x300mm2) and B series (300x300mm2), with a sl  of 2.5% and 1.88%, respectively, and a constant 1L d   ratio of 

3.44. The main data of these experimental programs are reported in Table 3. 

 

4.1 Validation of the Experimental based model  

The values of fe  calculated with Eq. (7) are plotted in Fig. 9 as a function of    2 3
/fw fw sw sw cmE E f  , and for the two 

considered inclinations of the ETS bars ( f ). The term  fw fw sw swE E   expresses the stiffness of the internal shear 

reinforcement and the shear strengthening;  2 3
cmf  reflects the influence of the concrete tensile strength. The equation for 

the evaluation of fe  that best fits the experimental results is the following one: 

    2 3
/0.099 0.003 0.456fw fw sw sw cm

I
fe fE E f         (27) 

The values of fe  (Eq. 7) and the analytical values of the steel effective strain 
I
fe  (Eq. 27) are calculated for all of the 

beams presented in Table 1 and Table 3; the obtained results are collected in Table 4. Fig 9 shows the comparison between 

the experimental effective strain, fe , and the analytical effective strain, 
I
fe . In Fig. 9 the dotted line indicates the yield 

strain of the ETS bars, that limits the steel stress. In general the fe  for inclined ETS bars exceeded the yield strain, having 

reached the value of 0.40%, while vertical ETS bars presented average effective strain lower than the yield strain. Eq. (27) 

provides a different 
I
fe -    2 3

/fw fw sw sw cmE E f   relationship for different f  values, with larger 
I
fe  values for the 

f =45°, as was observed experimentally. 

The higher shear strengthening effectiveness of inclined ETS is captured by the model as is clearly shown in Fig. 9. The 

values of 
I
fe  exhibited a tendency to slightly decrease with the increase of    2 3

fw fw sw sw cmE E f  . However, the 
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decay of the effective strain with the increase of    2 3
fw fw sw sw cmE E f   is much smaller than in FRP-based 

techniques [19,22]. The available data is relatively small for this type of approach, and the dispersion of results is high; a 

larger number of specimens is required for a better model assessment. 

The analytical values, 
I
fV , are evaluated according to Eq. (5), where the effective stress of the ETS bars is given by the 

following Eq. (28): 

I I
fe f f sy

fe I
y f sy

E if
f

f if

  

 

  
 



 
(28) 

The analytical values, 
I
fV , and the corresponding experimental values, 

exp
fV , are included in Table 4. The graphical 

comparison between 
I
fV  and 

exp
fV  is presented in Fig. 10. Two lines limiting the deviation of the predicted values from the 

experimental ones at  30% are also depicted in Fig 10. It is easy to recognize that almost all of the results fall within these 

bounds. By determining The value of the ratio 
expI I
f fk V V  for all the considered beams, also included in Table 4, an 

average value of 1.08 and  a standard deviation of 0.28 were obtained. 

The design values of the ETS shear strengthening contribution 
I
fdV  are reported in Table 4. These values are calculated 

introducing the partial safety factor f  to the 
I
fe , resulting a design effective strain /I

fd fe f   , whose values are also 

indicated in Table 4. A value 1.3f   is adopted in order to obtain design values for the ETS shear strengthening 

contribution, 
I

fdV , lower than the experimental ones  exp
fV  for the 90% of the analyzed beams, assuring a proper design 

safety format for this model. The 
I
fdV  vs 

exp
fV  is also represented in Fig. 10, and the values 

exp I
f fdV V  of are presented in 

Table 4, resulting an average value of 1.30 for the  ratio
exp I
f fdV V , which seems acceptable for a technique where the 

strengthening reinforcements are protected from the aggressiveness of environment agents and vandalism acts .  

 

4.2 Validation of the Mechanical based model  

According to Bianco et al. [42], the angle   defining the opening of the concrete fractured cone is set equal to 28.5°, but an 

interval between 20° and 30° was found in the literature [49,50]. The simplified bond model is characterized by 0 =16 MPa 
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and 1 =6 mm. The value of bond strength 0  and free-end slip 1  are selected taking into account the bond constitutive 

model for cast-in ribbed bars presented in the Model Code 2010 [51], and the experimental tests of embedded bars glued to 

concrete with epoxy adhesive available in literature [1,34,52–54] and reported in Breveglieri [55]. 

Regarding the present model, a sensitivity analysis to study the influence of each input parameter has been carried out by 

Bianco et al. [24], demonstrating that using the proposed simplified bond model the results are not significantly affected by 

changing the values of 0  and 1 , but they are significantly affected by the values attributed to   and  . 

The predicted values 
II
fV  obtained by the formulation proposed in section 3.3 are presented in Table 5. 

II
fV  is the minimum 

between 
,II bd

fV , and 
,II y

fV , the strengthening contribution of the ETS system corresponding to the debonding and steel 

yielding of the ETS bars, respectively. The design values 
II
fdV  are also presented in Table 5, where a f  partial safety factor 

equal to 1.3 is assumed, in order to obtain design values lower than the experimental values for the 90% of the analyzed 

beams. 

The analytical predictions, 
II
fV , their corresponding design values, 

II
fdV , and the experimental results, 

exp
fV , are compared in 

Fig. 11. The two lines limiting the deviation of the predicted values from the experimental values to  30% are also 

represented in Fig 11. Almost all of the results fall within these bounds. The values of the ratio 
expII II
f fk V V , included 

in Table 5, have an average value of 1.21 and a standard deviation of 0.42, while when using the design values 
II
fdV , an average 

value of 1.57 was obtained for the 
IIk  ratio (values within round brackets in Table 5). 

In the cases where more than one ETS bar is installed in a cross section, a detrimental interaction effect on the strengthening 

capacity of each bar should be considered. For the analyzed beams the present model can simulate this interaction by limiting 

the width of the concrete prims to 2wb ; this assumption can be generalized by limiting the width of the concrete prism to 

the space between the bars in the same section of the beam, and checking for geometric compatibility. 

Since this mechanical model neglects the influence of the existing steel stirrups on the ETS strengthening contribution, for 

each ETS strengthening solution there is a single 
II
fV , independent from the percentage of existing stirrups, which is not 

supported by the experimental results (Fig. 5). A reduction factor, function of the internal transverse steel reinforcement, 

could be introduced, as proposed for EBR and NSM strengthening [30,40,56–58]. 
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Like the experimental-based model, the mechanical-based model is able to differentiate between yield and debonding failure, 

as proved by the results reported in Table 5.  

 

5. Conclusion 

This paper presents the results of an experimental program on RC beams strengthened in shear using the ETS technique. 

The effectiveness of this technique was evaluated by studying the influence of three shear reinforcement ratio of existing 

steel stirrups ( sw = 0%,0.10%,0.17%), spacing (300mm and 180mm) and inclination (90° and 45°) of steel ETS bars. The 

data obtained in the experimental program carried out, together with the experimental results available in literature dealing 

with the ETS technique were used to assess the predictive performance of two analytical approaches, denominated as 

experimental-based and mechanical based that were herein proposed for the estimation of the shear strengthening 

contribution assured by steel ETS bars. 

The tested strengthened ETS beams exhibited a significant increase of load carrying capacity and deflection capacity for 

both vertical and inclined bars. However, the configuration with inclined bars has assured a much higher effectiveness, 

which is justified by the fact that for this latter configuration a higher available bond length was assured. Inclined bars were 

able to mobilize integrally the strength capacity of the ETS shear reinforcement, while in vertical ETS bars the resisting 

bond length of the bars crossed by the critical shear crack may have been not enough to mobilize its yield strain. As 

expected, the effectiveness of the ETS technique has decreased with the percentage of existing steel stirrups, especially for 

vertical ETS bars. The obtained results demonstrate that the ETS shear strengthening technique is an effective and 

competitive solution.  

In terms of analytical models, the so called “experimental-based approach” is based on the concept of effective strain  I
fe

, and an equation was proposed to obtain 
I
fe . This equation is dependent of the ETS orientation f  and of the parameter 

   2 3
fw fw sw sw cmE E f   that includes the percentage of ETS  fw  , the percentage of steel stirrups  sw  and the 

concrete compressive strength  cmf . The analytical  I
fV  and the experimental  exp

fV  results of the ETS shear 

contribution were compared considering the ratio k  expI I
ffk V V , whose average value was 1.08. This formulation 

provided satisfactory results, and evidenced the clearly different behavior between vertical and inclined strengthening, by 

detecting the steel yielding only in 45° installed bars. 
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The so-called “mechanical-based approach” is derived from a previous analytical model developed for NSM shear 

strengthened beams. This model is conceptually more reliable since it considers a bond constitutive law to evaluate the 

contribution of a single ETS bar, as well as the concrete fracture by reducing the available resisting bond length with the 

progress of the concrete fracture. The formulation provided satisfactory results, and the analytical  II
fV  and the 

experimental  exp
fV  results of the ETS shear contribution were compared considering the ratio k (

expII II
ffk V V ), 

whose average value was 1.21. 

The two conceptually different approaches have predicted values with similar level of accuracy, however the experimental-

based approach has provided a dispersion of results lower than the mechanical-based model. Nevertheless, in terms of 

structural safety, by adopting for both approaches a partial safety factor of f =1.3, the shear strengthening contribution of 

90% of the analyzed beams is less than the one recorded experimentally. 
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Appendix  

Bond-based constitutive law 

For a generic, transfer length Rfi RfeL L , the relevant bond-based constitutive law  ,bd
fi Rfi LiV L  is considered as in 

Bianco et al. [36] neglecting the post-peak branch, and it is valid for values of 1
bd bd
fi fV V :  

        3 1 2, cos 1 sinbd
fi Rfi Li p Rfi Li Rfi LiV L L J C L C L                  (A.1) 

With the bond transfers length function of the 
Li as follows: 

 
2

0 1

1
os 1Rfi Li LiL arc

J


 

 

 
    

 
 (A.2) 
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For the resisting bond length  Rfi RfeL L , the imposed end slip defining the extremities of the bond based law is defined 

by the equation: 

       2
1 2 0 1sin cos /Li Rfi Rfi RfiL C L C L J             (A.3) 

With  bond modelling constants [25,42] for a ETS bar embedded in a concrete prism:   

1

2
0 1

1
;

J






 1

1
;

p fw

fw fw c c

L A
J

A E A E

 
  

 
2

fw c c

c c fw fw

E E A
J

E A E A

 


  
 

 
3 ;

fw fw c c

p c c fw fw

E A E A
J

L A E A E

  


  
 

0 1
1 1 2

;
J

C






   0 1

2 2
;

J
C






 

1

3

y
f

p

V J
C

L 





  

(A.4) 

 

---------------------------- 

Calculation of 
*

ctmf  

The simplified model described in considered and equivalent bond length to account the concrete fracture by means of η 

and 
*

ctmf . The concrete mean tensile strength, 
*

ctmf  is the value, beyond which concrete is not fractured and the average 

available resisting bond length is not reduced  1  . The value of
*

ctmf  can be determinate by imposing the equality 

bd cf
fi fiV V between the concrete fracture capacity 

cf
fiV  and the corresponding maximum value of the bond transferred force

bd
fiV . This latter will be attained for a transfer length that is equal to RfiL (Eq. 22). In general it can be written:  

   cf bd
Rfi fi RfifiV L V L  (A.5) 

 

The concrete fracture capacity can be calculated by spreading ctmf thorough the semi-conical surface with o the cone, 

orthogonally to it in each point and integrating, as demonstrated by Bianco [42] the calculation can be reduced to the 

evaluation of the area of the ellipse intersection of the cone with the crack plane. Since in the present work the interaction 

between the ETS bars along the axis is not evaluated the cone opening was limited by the spacing of the ETS bars along the 

longitudinal axis     sin sinfw f fs     and by 4wb in the orthogonal direction.  
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sin sin sin sin sin
min tan ; min ; min ;

4 2 2 sin sin 2 sin sin

f fw f Rfi fw f Rficf w
ctm Rfifi

f f f f

s L s Lb
V f L

     
 

         

           
                         

(A.6) 

 

The bond transferred force is given by Eq. (A.1), adopting simplification in Eq. (A.4). Since 
3 11J J ,

3J will be 

eliminated and substituted, whenever it appears, by 
11 J ;since

1

2
0 1

1

J







, 

1C vanishes and 
2C can be written as 

2 1C   , it results:  

   1
1

1
sinbd

fi Rfi p RfiV L L L
J

         (A.7) 

Substituting this latter in Eq. A.5 the 
*

ctmf  in Eq. (21) is obtained. 
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Nomenclature 

 

Latin Letters 

cA  area of the concrete prism cross section 

fwA  area of the strengthening  

wb  beam’s width 

CDC critical diagonal crack (shear crack)  

1C ,
2C ,

3C  integration constants of the bond model 

d  beam cross section effective depth  

cE  concrete Young’s modulus 

fwE  strengthening Young’s modulus 

swE  internal reinforcement Young’s modulus 

cmf  concrete average cylindrical compressive strength 

ctmf  concrete average tensile strength.  
*

ctmf  value of average concrete tensile strength for values larger than which concrete fracture does not 

occur  

fef  effective stress in the ETS bar 

yf  steel yield stress 

F  applied load 

fF  force resulting from the tensile stress in the ETS bars crossing the shear failure crack  

maxF  maximum load 

max,RefF  maximum load of the reference beam 

wh  beam cross section height 

1J ,
2J ,

3J  constants of the bond model  

k  number expressing the safety factor of the model 

1L  strengthened beam’s shear span length 

dL  crack length 

fL  
strengthening ETS bar length 

fiL  
available bond length for a single ith ETS bar 

pL  
bar perimeter 

RfeL  effective resisting bond length 

RfiL  
ith bar resisting bond length  

RfiL  
average available bond length 

eq
RfiL  

equivalent value of the average resisting bond length 

n   number of installed bars in the considered cross section 

fn  number of ETS bars crossed by the shear failure crack 

,int
l
fN  

minimum integer number of bars that can cross the CDC 

fws   ETS bars spacing 

sws  stirrups spacing  

ana
fV  ETS analytical contribution 

I
fV  ETS contribution calculated with the experimental based-approach  
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II
fV  ETS contribution calculated with the mechanical based-approach 

I
fdV  design value calculated using the experimental-based approach 

II
fdV  design value calculated using the mechanical-based approach 

1
bd
fV  maximum value of the force transferable through bond by the given ETS bar 

 ,bd
fi Rfi LiV L   bond based constitutive law 

bd
fV  force transferred by bond capacity of a single ETS bars 

,II bd
fV  ETS contribution corresponding to the bond capacity 

,II y
fV  ETS contribution corresponding to the yield strength 

cf
fiV  concrete tensile fracture capacity 

exp
fV  experimental value of the ETS contribution  

max
,fi effV  maximum effective capacity of the average-length bar along the CDC.  

RefV  shear strength of a reference beam 

y
fV  yielding capacity of a single ETS bars 

tV  total shear strength 

Lu  deflection 

maxLu  deflection at maximum load 
maxF  

 

Greek letters 
  angle between the axis and the generatrices of the concrete conical surface. 

f  inclination of the strengthening with respect to the beam longitudinal axis. 

f  partial safety factor 

1  slip corresponding to the free-slipping in the local bond stress-slip relationship. 

Li  loaded end slip imposed. 

fe  effective strain 

I
fe  effective stain for the evaluation of the shear strengthening contribution of the ETS system 

fd  design effective strain 

sy  steel yield strain 

   reduction factor of the initial average available resisting bond length 

  critical diagonal crack (CDC) inclination angle  

  constant entering the governing differential equation for the bond elastic phase 

fw   percentage of shear strengthening ratio 

sl  percentage of steel longitudinal reinforcement. 

sw  percentage of shear reinforcement ratio 

0  adhesive-cohesive initial bond strength of the local stress-slip relationship/Peak stress of the local 

bond stress-slip relationship 

f  ETS bar diameter 

s  stirrups diameter  
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TABLES CAPTIONS 

 

Table 1 ETS shear strengthening configurations of the tested beams. 

Table 2 Experimental results of 0S-Series, 2S-Series and 4S-Series. 

Table 3 Experimental results of previous experimental tests on beams strengthened with ETS technique. 

Table 4 Experiemental-based model assessment. 

Table 5 Mechanical-based model assessemnt. 
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Table 1 ETS shear strengthening configurations of the tested beams. 

Number 

of bars 

Angle 

f  

ETS bar 

spacing  

[ fws  ] 

ETS 

Reinforcing 

ratio [ρfw]a 0S-Ref  2S-Ref  

 

 

4S-Ref  

 [°] (mm) [%]  (ρsw=0.0%)b 

ρsw+ρfw 

[%]  (ρsw=0.10%) b 

ρsw+ρfw 

[%]  (ρsw=0.17%) b 

ρsw+ρfw 

[%] 

3 90 300 0.15 0S-S300-90 0.15 2S-S300-90 0.25 4S-S300-90 0.32 

3 45 300 0.21 0S-S300-45 0.21 2S-S300-45 0.31 4S-S300-45 0.38 

5 90 180 0.24 0S-S180-90 0.24 2S-S180-90 0.35 4S-S180-90 0.42 

5 45 180 0.34 0S-S180-45 0.34 2S-S180-45 0.45 4S-S180-45 0.52 

a The ETS percentage was obtained from   sin 100fw fw w fw fA b s     where 
fwA  area of the ETS bar cross 

section.  
b The percentage of the vertical steel stirrups was obtained from    100sw sw w swA b s     where

swA  is the cross 

sectional of the arms of a steel stirrup, and sw is the spacing of the stirrups. 
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Table 2 Experimental results of 0S-Series, 2S-Series and 4S-Series. 

 maxF  
maxLu  max,Re fF F  

tV  exp
fV  CDC 

 [kN] [mm] [%] [kN] [kN] [°] 

0S-Ref 156.1 4.66 -- 93.6 -- 39 

0S-S300-90 217.8 4.37 39.5 130.7 37.0 42 

0S-S300-45 348.6  123.4 209.2 115.5 47 

0S-S180-90 256.8 4.31 64.6 154.1 60.5 44 

0S-S180-45 368.8 6.56 136.3 221.3 127.7 43 

2S-Ref 242.1 4.70 -- 145.2 -- 39 

2S-S300-90 315.7 5.32 30.4 189.4 44.2 42 

2S-S300-45 407.1 7.03 68.2 244.3 99.0 39 

2S-S180-90 406.8 8.27 68.1 244.1 98.8 47 

2S-S180-45 504.7 8.37 108.5 302.8 157.6 49 

4S-Ref 353.8 7.35 -- 212.3 -- 40 

4S-S300-90 370.9 7.43 4.8 222.6 10.3 46 

4S-S300-45 552.4 12.03 56.1 331.5 119.2 54 

4S-S180-90 413.2 6.32 16.8 247.9 35.6 54 

4S-S180-45 566.4 11.01 60.1 339.8 127.6 40 
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Table 3 Experimental results of previous experimental tests on beams strengthened with ETS technique. 

 

 

f

 

Compressive 

strength 

 

sw  
fw  

 

sw fw   s  sws  

 

f  

 

fws  

 [°] [MPa] [%] [%] [%] [mm] [mm] [mm] [mm] 

Valerio et al. 2009 [1] 

SLB P4d-2S8@d 90° [55-60]a 0.00 0.09 0.09 -- -- 2φ8 260 

Dalfré and Barros 2012 [3] 

A.3 E300.90 90° 30.78 b 0.00 0.17 0.17 -- -- φ10 300 

A.4 E300.45 45° 28.81 b 0.00 0.25 0.25 -- -- φ10 300 

A.5 S300.90/E300.90 90° 30.78 b 0.13 0.17 0.30 2φ6 300 φ10 300 

B.3 E300.90 90° 30.78 b 0.00 0.11 0.11 -- -- 2φ8 300 

B.4 E300.45 45° 28.81 b 0.00 0.16 0.16 -- -- 2φ8 300 

a cubical compressive strength 
b cylindrical compressive strength 
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Table 4  Experiemental-based model assessemnt. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

aAverage kI ( 1f  ):1.08 

bAverage kI( 1.3f  ):1.30 

  

Beam ID 
exp
fV  

 
2 3

fw fw sw sw

cm

E E

f

 

 

fe  I
fV  

fe

fd
f





  I

fdV  

Ik  

γf=1a 

(γf=1.3b) 

 [kN] -- [%] [kN] [%] [kN]  

Vertical         

0S-S300-90 37.017 0.030 0.18 39.60 0.14 30.46 0.93 (1.22) 

0S-S180-90 60.453 0.051 0.17 65.30 0.13 50.23 0.93 (1.20) 

2S-S300-90 44.199 0.052 0.21 39.14 0.13 30.11 1.13 (1.47) 

2S-S180-90 98.847 0.072 0.28 64.54 0.13 49.65 1.53 (1.99) 

4S-180-90 35.64 0.087 0.10 64.04 0.12 49.26 0.56 (0.72) 

A-3 E300.90 31.15 0.036 0.19 30.37 0.14 23.36 1.03 (1.33) 

A.5 S300.90/E300.90 40.3 0.063 0.25 29.94 0.13 23.03 1.35 (1.75) 

B.3 E300.90 21.31 0.024 0.10 40.49 0.14 31.15 0.53 (0.68) 

SLB P4d-2S8@d 53.2 0.030 0.20 51.63 0.14 39.72 1.03 (1.75) 

Inclined        

0S-S300-45 115.53 0.043 0.39 81.5 0.25 72.9 1.42 (1.58) 

0S-S180-45 127.66 0.071 0.26 135.8 0.24 120.5 0.94 (1.06) 

2S-S300-45 99.036 0.065 0.33 81.5 0.25 72.4 1.22 (1.37) 

2S-S180-45 157.6 0.093 0.32 135.8 0.24 119.6 1.16 (1.32) 

4S-S300-45 119.18 0.079 0.40 81.5 0.24 72.1 1.46 (1.65) 

4S-S180-45 127.58 0.108 0.26 135.8 0.23 119.1 0.94 (1.07) 

A.4 S300.45 57.07 0.054 0.25 60.2 0.25 55.9 0.95 (1.02) 

B.4 E300.45 98.52 0.036 0.33 80.3 0.25 74.5 1.23 (1.32) 
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Table 5 Mechanical-based model assessemnt. 

Beam ID 
exp
fV  

,II bd
fV

 

,II y
fV

 
Failurea 

II
fdV

 

IIk
 

γf=1b 

(γf=1.3c) 

 [kN] [kN] [kN]  [kN]  

Vertical       

0S-S300-90 37.017  
43.2 D 27.54 

1.03 (1.34) 

2S-S300-90 44.199 35.8 1.23 (1.60) 

0S-S180-90 60.453 

76.9 86.4 D 59.15 

0.79 (1.02) 

2S-S180-90 98.847 1.29 (1.67) 

4S-S180-90 35.64 0.46 (0.60) 

A-3 S300.90 31.15 24.9 42.5 D 19.18 1.25 (1.62) 

A.5 S300.90/300.90 40.3     1.62 (2.1) 

B.3 E300.90 21.31 46.5 56.9 D 35.73 0.46 (0.60) 

SLB P4d-2S8@d 53.2 71.73 53.28 Y 40.99 1.00 (1.3) 

Inclined       

0S-S300-45 115.53  

61.1 Y 47.00 

1.89 (2.46) 

2S-S300-45 99.036 94.6 1.62 (2.11) 

4S-S300-45 119.18  1.95 (2.54) 

0S-S180-45 127.66 

147.6 122.2 Y 94.00 

1.04 (1.36) 

2S-S180-45 157.6 1.29 (1.68) 

4S-S180-45 127.58 1.04 (1.36) 

A.4 E300.45 57.07 40.7 60.1 D 31.31 1.40 (1.82) 

B.4 E300.45 98.52 89.99 80.5 Y 61.89 1.22 (1.59) 
a Failure type basend on the analytical results: D, debonding, Y, yielding  
bAverage kII ( 1f  ):1.21 

cAverage kII( 1.3f  ):1.57 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Tested beams: geometry, steel reinforcements applied in all beams. Beam 4S-S300-45 is presented: 

stirrups spaced at 180 mm and inclined ETS bars spaced at 300mm (all dimensions in mm). 

Fig. 2 Tested strengthening arrangement: (a) 0S-S300-90, vertical ETS spaced at 300mm ; (b) 2S-S300-45, 

inclined ETS spaced at 300mm  ,(c) 4S-S180-90, vertical ETS spaced at 180 mm  ,(d) 4S-S180-45, inclined ETS 

spaced at 180 mm(dimensions in mm). 

Fig. 3 Load deflection relationship for 2S-Series. 

Fig. 4 Crack pattern beams: 0S-300-90, 0S-S180-90, 2S-300-45, 2S-S180-90, 2S-S180-45, 4S-S300-90, 4S-

S180-90, 4S-S180-45. 

Fig. 5. Influence of fw  and sw  on the exp
fV . 

Fig. 6 Data for the analytical definition of the effective strain of the ETS system. 

Fig. 7 Main mechanical features on the theoretical model and calculation procedure: (a) average-available-bond-

length ETS bar and concrete cone of influence, (b) adopted bond stress-slip relationship, (c) ETS confined to the 

corresponding concrete prism of influence and conical surface fracture surface and area of the concrete cone at 

the CDC intersection, (d) Failure modes. 

Fig. 8  Calculation procedure of the mechanical-based approach. 

Fig. 9 Effective strain versus    2 3
/fw fw sw sw cmE E f   from experimental data and obtained analitically. 

Fig. 10 
I
fV  and 

I
fdV  vs 

exp
fV  according to the experimental-based approach.  

Fig. 11 
II
fV and 

II
fdV vs  according to the mechanical-based approach. 

  

exp
fV
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Fig. 1. Tested beams: geometry, steel reinforcements applied in all beams. Beam 4S-S300-45 is presented: 

stirrups spaced at 180 mm and inclined ETS bars spaced at 300mm (all dimensions in mm). 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 
(d) 

Fig. 2 Tested strengthening arrangement: (a) 0S-S300-90, vertical ETS spaced at 300 mm; (b) 2S-S300-45, 

inclined ETS spaced at 300 mm, (c) 4S-S180-90, vertical ETS spaced at 180 mm, (d) 4S-S180-45, inclined ETS 

spaced at 180 mm (dimensions in mm).  
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Fig. 3 Load deflection relationship for 2S-Series.  
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Fig. 4 Crack pattern beams: 0S-300-90, 0S-S180-90, 2S-300-45, 2S-S180-90, 2S-S180-45, 4S-S300-90, 4S-

S180-90, 4S-S180-45. 
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Fig. 5. Influence of fw  and sw  on the exp
fV . 
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Fig. 6 Data for the analytical definition of the effective strain of the ETS system.  
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Fig. 7 Main mechanical features on the theoretical model and calculation procedure: (a) average-available-bond-

length ETS bar and concrete cone of influence, (b) adopted bond stress-slip relationship, (c) ETS confined to the 

corresponding concrete prism of influence and conical surface fracture surface and area of the concrete cone at 

the CDC intersection, (d) Failure modes. 
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Fig. 8 Calculation procedure of the mechanical-based approach.  

Evaluation of the average available resisting bond length and the 

minimum integer number of ETS bars effectively crossing the 

CDC  

  ,int; ; ; ; l
Rfi w f fw fL f h s N   

 
Evaluation of constants 

1 1; ; ; ; ;
y bd

p c ffL A V V J   

Evaluation of the average available resisting bond length reduction 

factor, and the equivalent average resisting bond length 

 ; ; ; ;
eq

Rfifw w ctm Rfis b f L L   

 
Evaluation of the maximum effective capacity for one ETS bar  

 max
, min ;bd y

fi eff f fV V V  

 

 

Evaluation of the ETS bars contribution 

 max
,int ,

1
sin

II
fII l

fd f fi eff f
f f

V
V n N V 

 
     

 

 

Input Parameters 

0 1; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ;w w cm fw f y f fh b f s n f E        
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Fig. 9 Effective strain versus    2 3
/fw fw sw sw cmE E f   from experimental data and obtained analitically.  
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Fig. 10 
I
fV  and 

I
fdV  vs 

exp
fV  according to the experimental-based approach.  
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Fig. 11 
II
fV and 

II
fdV vs  according to the mechanical-based approach. 

 

exp
fV


